Materialized views offer opportunities for significant performance gain in query evaluation by providing fast access to pi-e-computed data. The question of when and how to use a materialized view in processing a given query is a difficult one attracting a significant amount of research. In previous works, only materialized views whose relations are contained in those of a query have been used and, as a result, certain potentially useful materialized views were excluded from consideration. Proposed in this paper are new ways of utilizing materialized views in answering a query with aggregation operations; Views including relations not referred to in the given query are utilized. We identify the conditions where a materialized view can be used in reformulating a query. Also presented are algorithms to find the most efficient reformulated query. The proposed conditions and corresponding algorithms provide significant and practical performance improvements to the data warehousing environment.
INTRODUCTION
A view is a virtual relation defined in terms of base relations and is said to be muteriufized if it is stored in the database. In the past few years, materialized views have amacted a significant amount of research in many application environments as a means of enhancing quay performance. Materialized views offer significant performance advantages in evaluating a query by eliminating the need for recomputing the views. The technique is very useful in data warehousing [5, 7] where summary tables (materialized views) are often constructed to avoid access to large base relations. In most of the previously proposed approaches for utilizing materialized views in query evaluation [l, 3, 6, 8, 91 , there were several restrictions. First, only views whose relations are contained in those of a query were considered. Thus, if a view refers to relations not mentioned in the query, it was excluded ' This work was supported in part by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation(KOSEF) under grant number 96OIOI-06-01-3. krmission tO make digital or hard copies ofall or Part ofthis work for
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to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, rqJires prior specific pernkion and/or a fee. DOLAP '98 Washington DC USA Copyright ACM 1999 l-581 13-120-8/98/l 1...$5.00 from consideration. Moreover, in order to search for an optimally reformulated query, they utilized the cost-based query optimizer. Although these techniques guarantee finding the most e8icient query, the query optimizer suffers from increased search space for finding an optimal plan. In this paper, we propose a new approach to using materialized views in answering a query with aggregation operations. We extend the practical scope of utilizing materialized views which include those that would have been excluded in previous approaches. We first show the conditions for testing whether a materialized view can be utilized in answering a query even if the materialized view has relations not mentioned in the query. 'Ibe conditions for conjunctive queries (project-select-join queries) that were proposed in our previous work [2] are now enhanced in order to permit aggregation operations. This extension is essential in the data warehousing environment because most of the queries contain aggregation operations and materialized views are mostly in the form of summary tables. We also present the algorithms to search for an optimally reformulated query without the support of the query optimizer. This approach enables us to implement the query reformulation module independent of the DBMS (i.e. as a front-end tool of a DBMS or a back-end tool of a decision support system). Simulation results show that. our query reformulation technique enhances the possibility of generating queries more efficient than in previous works All conditions and algorithms are designed to be applicable for bag (multiset) @cs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a motivating example and provides formal definitions of problems. Section 3 describes the database properties that are helpful in describing our proposal. In Section 4, we introduce the conditions for finding use&l views for query evaluation. Section 5 includes algorithms for finding the optimally reformulated query. In Section 6, we present the simulation results. And tInally in Section 7, conclusion and future research are given.
PRELIMINARIES

Motivating example
We present an example to show how materialized views can be utilized in answering a query. The following schema will be used as a running example throughout the paper (Keys are underlined).
SaMfiid, item, time, ~00 Emp(eid, name, akpt, soby) cl Although certain views may be potentially-useful in answering a query without having any common relations with that query, it would be very difftcult and infeasible to find them. Here, in order to find a potentially-useful view eficiently, we consider only the materialized views having at least one common relation with the given query. Therefore, we can represent a query Q and a materialized view V as follows:
R is a set of common relations of Q and V, and (I is a set of relations in V but not in Q. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume that T and U do not have any common attributes except for those participating in the natural joins in Q and V. The problem we need to address is to find conditions for V to be potentially-useful in answering Q. Let us first consider query trees shown in Figure 1 . (a) represents a query tree of Q, and (b) is a query tree equivded to Q.-where some operations on R arc decomposed and pushed down below the cartesian product. The conditions for this transformation were proposed in previous works [4, lo] and will be brieflymiewed in the next section.
Assume that V has all the rows and attributes generated in the subtree marked A of Figure The role of 8 is to select the rows and the attributes of A 6om V. However, we showed that in [2] , (a) can be transformed into (b) so that the selection operation of 0 for selecting the rows of A from V is not required. The projection operation of 8 can also be ignored since the extraneous attributes in V do not affect the overall result of the query tree (c). Therefore, we find the conditions for the query tree of Figure I (a) to be equivalent to (c) without considering 0.
FOUNDATIONS FOR REFORMULATION
I We use a set theoretic operator, U , to decompose ml(Q) into two disjoint sets. This representation is under the assumption that each relation participating in a query has a unique name in the query. Therefore, if a query should join a relation R more than once, we assume that each occurrence of R is renamed. 2 Two queries am equivalent if they result in the same bag of rows over any database instance. In this section, we present important properties of the relational model that are helpful in describing our proposal. We first review the transformation rules of a GA operation in a query tree which were proposed in order to reduce the query processing cost [4, IO] . We then define the concept of uselessness to specify the role of each relation participating in a query.
Decompositi& of GA operation
Let us consider the GA operations in Figure l (a) and (b). Intuitively, in order for (a) and (b) to be equivalent, the grouping results on g(Q) and g' should be the same and each group on g" should be contained in one and only one group when R is grouped on gR(Q). These conditions can be represented using functional dependencies. That is, if g' + g(Q) and g(Q) + g' hold in Q (denoted by dQ) -g'), the grouping results on g(Q) and g' are equivalent. In addition, if g" 4 gdQ) holds in Q, each group on g" will be a subgroup of one and only one group when R is grouped on sdQ% Let us then consider the relationship between a', u* and u(Q). As an example, if SUM(6,) is in C.+(Q), SUM(~J,) should be in a" to compute the pattially aggregated value in each subgroup and SUM(N) also should be in u' to merge the partially aggregated values, where N ls the renamed attribute cotresponding to SUM(bJ in a". Table 1 summarizes the aggregate expressions that should be in u' and u" for each aggregation expression in u(Q). That is, for eachl;(6,)6r(Q), there should be&b,) andj&) in u' and u", respectively. We define the decomposition conditions of a GA operation using the results from 14, lo] as follows:.
Definition 3.1 (GA-decomposable) Given a query Q such that rel(Q) = RU T, if the following conditions are satisfied, C;(s(Q), u(Q)] is GA-decomposable into c;[g', u) and cjw, u"l wirh respecr to R.
1. dQ) -g'andg" + gR(Q) hold in Q.
2.for each A(b,))Eu(Q), u' and u" contain the aggregate expressions corresponding to J{b,) and I,(b,) in Table 1 , respectively, and no other aggregation expression exists in U'. 0
The Concept of Uselessness
Let us revisit Example 2.1. The only role of Dept is to provide the projection attribute (nru~ger) to the result of Q because each Emp row references the department (depf) to which the employee belongs. The relation Sales is used for finding sales activities, but The meaning of the term "join-useless" is that the rows of relations T are not eiiminated or duplicated by the joins with relations in R. Projection-, grouping-, and aggregation-useless mean that p(Q), g(Q) and u(Q) are composed of attributes on T, respectively.
Query Reformulation
In this section, we address the problem of deciding whether a materialized view V is potentially&iitl in answering a query Q and show how to derive a reformulated query using V. Given a query Q and materialized view V defined in (I) and (2), respectively, assume that Lj[g(Q), u(Q)] is GA-decomposable into 0 fg', u'j and c;[g", (I') with respect to R, and p" contains attributes of R mentioned in g'Up(Q) and common attributes of R and T. Then, the query trees shown in Figure l For simplicity, we first consider the case where U is grouping-and aggregation-useless in V. V has already performed join operations with respect to relations in R, but some rows in R could have been eliminated or duplicated by joining with U. Therefore, R should not be affected by join operations with U. This condition is satisfied if fJ is join-useless in V. For GA operations, since the query tree of Figure I (c) has two GA operations, we can regard S[gR(v), u~V)] as g[g", a"J shown in Figure l(b) . Therefore, G[s(Q)). a(Q)] should also be GA-decomposable into c;[g', a] and d&(v), uAV] with respect to R by. Definition 3.1. In addition, p(v) should contain all attributes of R mentioned in g'U&Q) as well as the common attributes of V and T. Since we assumed in Section 2 that IJ and T do not have the common attributes except for the join attributes, the common attributes of V and Twill be the same a~ uttr(R) fl affr(T). Ahhough other attributes may be included in p(v), these will not affect the overall result of the query tree of Figure l (c) since they will eventually be projected away by I [p(Q), 01. In summary, the sufftcient conditions for the query trees of Figure l Let us consider the case where (I is not grouping and aggregationuseless in V. Although g(v) may contain attributes of (I (i.e. gdv)), these can be ignored because g#) merely subdivides each group on gR(v) and the groups in V will be regrouped by the attributes of R and T (i.e. g') in the final GR operation. Therefore, even when U is not grouping-or aggregation-useless in V, V is still potentially-useful in evaluating Q as long as Condition 1 is satisfied.
Theorem 1. Let Q und V be defined by expressions (I) und (2). respectively. g Condition I is satisfied. Q is equivalent to the following quev. Here, we can let R, T and U defined in (I) and (2) Another approach is to find the most efficient query without assistance of the query optimizer so that only that query can be submitted to the query optimizer [S, 7] . This approach enables us to reduce the overhead of the query optimizer and implement the reformulation module independent of the DBMS. The problem is then to find the most efficient query among the equivalent queries.
Unfortunately, we cannot estimate the cost of queries accurately without generating an optimal plan of each query. However, since only the relative costs of queries need to be compared, we can utilize simple cost models and heuristics.
Cost model
A simple cost mode1 for reformulated queries using materialized views, called the linear cost model, was introduced in [7] . In this model, the cost of answering a query is qua1 to the number of rows present in the relation for that query. [5] extended this cost model to reflect the availability of indexes. These cost models do not include join costs because they considered only the case where one materialized view replaces all relations in a query. In contrast, in our query model, the materialized views can substitute a subset of relations of a query and multiple views can be used in reformulating a query. Hence, we also consider the number of relations in a refotmulated query as a dominating factor affecting the performance of the queries. We define the benefit of V, Benefit(S Q, R), over R in Q replaced by V as follows:
Benefir(V, Q. R)=u,*N+ u2+P + u3*I
N represents the reduced number of relations when V substitutes R in Q. P is used to reflect the reduced number of rows after the substitution. I is used to reflect the availability of indexes built on join attributes in V and R. Constants u,, a, and us are scale factors used to reflect the relative importance of the components. Using the above formula, we can compute the total cost saving of a reformulated query over the original query by simply summing up the benefit of each materialized view participating in the reformulated query since the benefit of each materialized view is estimated independently. We refer to the query whose cost saving is maximal among the equivalent queries as the optimul query.
Search Algorithms
We now present algorithms for finding the optimal query. We first show an exhaustive search algorithm which generates ah possible reformulated queries, and then present an improved version of the exhaustive search algorithm to reduce search space. Finally, we present a greedy algorithm whlckcan find near-optimal query within a polynomial time.
I Exhaustive search algorithm
The basic outline of an exhaustive search algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . OPEN contains queries still having the possibility of being reformulated by a set of materialized views Mv. CANDIDATE contains all queries reformulated currently. We assume that a function Reformulation(Q,, V), which implements the methods described in previous section, returns a reformulated query of Q, using V. This algorithm is very expensive for a big number of materialized views or relations in a query. If we let q be a number of relations in re!(Q) and v be the number of materialized views, the worst case time complexity of the algorithm is O(q!(v+l)q).
Improved exhaustive search algorithm We can reduce the search space of the exhaustive algorithm by pruning the reformulated queries in OPW which cannot possibly be reformulated into an optimal query. For example, assume that OPEN has two reformulated queries Q, and Q2 such that ref (Q,) and V, are materialized views. If Q, and Qr can be reformulated using a materialized view V which can replace R, and the benefit of V, is greater than the benefit of V,, we can prune Qz in OPEN because a reformulated query from Q2 using V cannot have a better cost saving than that of the query reformulated from Q,. The following lemma confirms the applicability of this pruning mechanism.' Lemma 5.1 Given a query Q, let Q, be a nzformulated quevfiom Q such that R E A(Q) is repklced by certain materiaked vie& and V be a materiaked views such that Q, and Vsattifi Condition 1. Then, V is potentially-use@ in evaluating Gy reformulated query of Q where R is rOpraced by materialized views. cl
The improved version of the exhaustive search algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . The algorithm maintains a table MaxCostSavin~~ where S C R!(Q). Each table entry contains the maximal cost saving among those of the reformulated queries where S is replaced by materialized views. In the while loop, we select a query Q, in OPEN such that the number of base relations in Q, is maximal in order to prune the useless queries as early as possible. Wbm each query Q, in OPEN has been reformulated into Q' using V, if MurCosr&zvin~Sj is less than Cost.Saving[Q~ MaxCostSaving[s1 is replaced by Cost&ving[Q'j and the query having the previous maximum cost saving is deleted from OPW. Otherwise, Q is pruned since it cannot be reformulated into an optimal query. The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is O(vq2Q), which is significantly better than the worst case of the exhaustive search algorithm.
Gree& approximation algorithm
Although the algorithm described in Figure 3 dramatically reduces the search space of the exhaustive search algorithm, it is inappropriate to be applied for a big number of complex queries since the time complexity is still exponential to the number of relations in a query. Therefore, we present a greedy approximation algorithm that produces a reformulated query with cost saving close to that of an optimal query within a polynomial time. The basic concept of the greedy algorithm is to make a choice that looks best at the moment. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . This algorithm selects a sequence of materialized views, each of which has the best benefit at each, while loop, and proceeds until there is no more beneficial views. The time'eomplexity of the algorithm is o(v#) since in each while loop, vq queries can be reformulated and the maximum number of views in the final query is the same as the number of&(Q).
AN EXPEFUMENTAL STUDY
We have carried out an experimental performance study in order to veri& the applicability and practicability of our proposal. We compare the performance of queries generated from our method with those generated fkom the previous method which considered only views whose relations are contained in those of a query. We also compare the search space of the algorithms presented in the previous section.
Experiment Setup
We have built a database containing 9 base relations. The number of rows in the relations ranges from 1,000 to 2oO,ooO, and each relation has 3 -5 attributes whose domains are integer. In each relation, one attribute is chosen to be a primary hey. We have also built a set of materialized views, each of which has I -6 relations.
For grouping attributes, 10% -49% of the attributes were selected randomly among all attributes of relations participating in the view. Queries are generated in the similar manner except for the ratio of grouping attributes. Among all of the attributes of relations participating in each query, we randomly selected 0% -30% of the attributes for grouping attributes in order to increase the possibility of the materialized views being potentially-useful.
Performance Comparison
In the experiment, we randomly generated I8 materialized views, and ran each algorithm with respect to the queries that were also generated randomly. For computing the benefit of each materialized view, the scale factors u,, a, and us defined in (3) were set to 1, 1 and 1, respectively. Table 2 shows the average search space of the algorithms for each number of relations in the queries. U = 0 represents the case where we consider only views whose relations are contained in those of a query, and CJ # 0 represents the case where there is no such restriction, which is a major extension of this paper. IEA and GA represent the improved exhaustive search algorithm and the greedy approximation algorithm, respectively. The search space is computed by counting the number of times Condition 1 is tested in each algorithm. A major observation is that the search space increase due to our extension (U + 0) is not too big compared with the case of (I = 0. In the case of IEA, the average ratio of increased search space due to our extension (Avg. Ratio) is at most 52%, and the ratio of queries generated differently between U = 0 and U f 0 (% of d@) is 32%. Table 3 shows the average running time of the queries. The values in the table represent the time required in finding an optimal query as well as actual running time for the query in the DBMS. We can see that for any number of relations in queries, the queries from our method (U # 0) perform significantly better than the case of U = 0 as well as the original queries. However, we cannot find much difference between IEA and GA since the actual running time of optimal queries in DBMS dominates the total execution time. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new ways of utilizing materialized views in answering a query. We first show the conditions for testing whether a materialized view can be utilized in answering an a88regate query even if the materialized view has relations not referred to in the query. We have also presented the algorithms that search for an optimal query. The experimental results show that our technique fmds, in many cases, useful materialized views which are ignored in previous approaches and as a result, can reduce the overall query processing cost We are currently extending our work to utilizing semantic information such as integrity constraints in finding usetirl views.
